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PUJANI SECURES THE ROYAL SOCIETY 
OF CHEMISTRY SCHOLARSHIP 

The Royal Society of Chemistry 
(RSC) has granted a prestigious 
scholarship to the third-
year undergraduate of the 
Graduateship in Chemistry (GIC) 
program conducted by the College 
of Chemical Sciences, Pujani 
Usliyanage.
The Royal Society of Chemistry 

annually offers two scholarships for undergraduate students 
around the world to carry out a research project in the United 
Kingdom. This year's recipient from CCS, Pujani Usliyanage, is a 
past pupil of Lyceum International School Wattala. She will carry 
out a research project titled 'Enantioselective chemistry within 
a chiral nanoreactor' under the supervision of Professor Hagan 
Bayley at the Department of Chemistry, University of Oxford.
CCS is proud to state that this is the 2nd consecutive time that 
an RSC scholarship, deemed to be a prestigious and competitive 
bursary recognized world-wide, is secured by one of its students.

DR. JESSICA PEREIRA  RECEIVES THE 
BEST PHD THESIS AWARD PRESENTED 

BY THE ENERGY SECTOR OF THE 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF CHEMISTRY

The best PhD thesis award 
presented by the Energy Sector of 
the Royal Society of Chemistry for 
the year 2019 was awarded to Dr. 
Jessica Pereira of the University 
of Warwick, UK.
An alumnus of the College of 
Chemical Sciences, Dr. Jessica's 
PhD was titled 'Nanostructured 

Copper Window & Reflective Electrodes for Organic Photovoltaics' 
at the University of Warwick. It is indeed a proud moment for all 
of us at CCS. The most outstanding performer of the 31st batch of 
CCS, Jessica Pereira was the recipient of the Shireen Jayasuriya 
Memorial Gold Medal 2014 for the best overall performances in 
all parts of the Graduateship Examination.

CCS OFFERS BSC HONS 
IN CHEMICAL SCIENCES

CCS has been recognized as a degree awarding institute by the 
Ministry of Higher Education, allowing it to offer the degree of 
'Bachelor of Science Honours in Chemical Science' (BSc Hons 
(Chemical Science)), published in Gazette Extraordinary no. 
2166/14 on 11.03.2020 and is listed under the ‘other recognized 
degrees’ category on the UGC website.

CCS SHIFTS TO ONLINE LEARNING 
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a mandatory shift in 
patterns of our daily routines. The traditional classroom has been 
replaced by online, long-distance teaching and learning. With the 
help of Google Meet, Zoom and LMS, the students of CCS continue 
their academic activities which include lectures, assessments and 
the exchange of study material. Live sessions as well as activity-
based learning are incorporated into this new system.

CCS LAUNCHES LMS TO FACILITATE 
STUDENT CENTERED LEARNING 

The College of Chemical Sciences launched a new Learning 
Management System (LMS) in May to facilitate online learning, 
with the recommendation of the UGC. Designed by WebArc, this 
system has enabled around 1000 students from all four levels to 
register with their own email accounts under the college domain. 
Lecturers, both internal and external, have also registered, and 
share various assignments and study materials using this portal.
A novel system for most people, this method is helping students 
keep up with the syllabus and prepare for upcoming exams as 
effectively as possible.
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EDITORIAL
DOES OBTAINING A FIRST CLASS IN THE GIC TRULY MEAN 

THAT YOU ARE PHD MATERIAL?
Dr. Sameera R Gunatilake

Honorary Editor, Institute of Chemistry Ceylon

 From a very young age, children in Sri Lanka are imposed 
to become a part of a meaningless “rat race”. Children face 
immense parental and social pressure before and after sitting for 
examinations such as the O/Ls and A/Ls. Most of the time, students 
are manipulated against their will to “follow the trend” to become 
a doctor or an engineer. Similarly, undergraduates having a first-
class are enticed to pursue the conventional PhD qualification, 
without first attempting to understand where their skills truly fit. 
Indisputably, a student who can secure a first-class qualification has 
a remarkable aptitude and is truly talented. Unfortunately, in Sri 
Lanka, students are blinded to alternate career opportunities and 
are driven for placements abroad, owing to the lack of resources 
and the economic instability in the Country.

 In a classroom, teachers can opt to use either active or passive 
learning techniques. Active learning is a diverse process involving 
deep learning and serves to improve the creativity and analytical 
thinking skills of a student. These cognitive traits are essential for a 
prospective PhD candidate.  Our school curricular, however, depicts 
a passive learning system, where a teacher uses a blackboard or a 
handout to teach. Students are assessed, at an exam, according to 
their ability to remember and restate what has been taught in the 
class. While this method of learning improves a student's ability to 
write, listen, and describe, their ability to think rationally is impaired. 
The pedagogical behavior of learners can be identified according to 
taxonomies developed by educational psychologists. The “multi-
structural” level in the solo taxonomy describes a student who 
can grasp different concepts taught under different subjects. Such 
students can easily obtain an A grade at an examination. However, 
for a PhD level, it is expected for a student to correlate previous 
ideas (relational) to construct novel ideas (extended abstract), a skill 
students inculcate only via active learning. According to Bloom's 
taxonomy, passive learners will only be able to perform tasks that 
incorporate levels of analysis and application. To be able to reach 

objectives that involve creating and evaluating, the students have 
to be active learners. Nevertheless, it is considered a challenge 
to implement student-centered, active learning strategies in the 
undergraduate classroom. This is because a student enrolling for the 
GIC right after the A/L examination, comes from a thirteen-year 
training in a content-based, passive learning environment. Thus, 
it will take some time for these students to adapt to active learning 
processes. 

 In a Chemistry laboratory, three types of students can be 
identified. The first is the smart student who scores the highest 
in all subjects but fails to perform at the lab due to poor practical 
skills. The second student performs, and records the experiment 
accurately, but is not willing to go beyond the set outcomes. 
More accurately, the student finishes the task just to hurry back 
home. The third type of student might or might not be the most 
academically competent student, but surpasses the boundaries 
specified by experimental outcomes to explore other possibilities 
and reactions related to the experiment. Those who learn Chemistry 
for an examination does not focus on mastering a specific skill or 
concept. They aim at getting a minimum or maximum pass that will 
help them “survive” the degree. The rational thinker, like student 
three, is a true researcher who learns Chemistry to discover and 
understand concepts in-depth.

 An intelligent student would succeed in obtaining the first class 
if he works diligently during the four years of undergraduate study. 
However, intelligence alone will not make a worthy PhD candidate. 
Several other key qualities will attest to an individual's eligibility to 
pursue a PhD.

1. Hand on experience: Intelligence is not just about knowing the 
theory. There is an element of self-confidence and firsthand 
experience involved. A student might know word to word about 
the AAS in the textbook but will always require assistance 
to operate it. As shown in the hierarchy of the psychomotor 
domain, the ability to execute an action under supervision 
is identified as a "guided response". With confidence and 
keenness, higher stages such as "adaptation" and "orientation" 
can be reached.

2. Commitment: To consider a PhD as a regular job is the wrong 
attitude to have. If a student wishes to conduct research, he/she 
has to be self-driven and motivated to work day and night, not 
to increase their undergraduate GPA or to obtain money, but 
for the self-gratification and thrill of doing research.

3. Literacy: Examiners for school and undergraduate exams are 
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not particularly stringent on the grammar and eloquence of an 
answer. Hence, students can easily score marks. At the same 
time, it will never help a student to write a research manuscript 
of an acceptable standard.

4. Time management: Time is an essential factor for a researcher. 
It is important to stay in pace with manuscript submission 
deadlines and progress presentations.

5. Curiosity and ability to learn: A true researcher should have 
the ability to identify research problems then and there, or at 
least train himself to do so. 

6. Explorative: A good scientist should make time to listen to the 
work of other scientists, at seminars, colloquiums, etc. Students 
having an excellent GPA, who won’t attend seminars considering 
it as a waste of good study time, are not genuine PhD material.

 Then, what about students who have a second class lower or 
even a general pass? Will they be able to strive in such a demanding 
research environment? Other than the obvious fact that a student 
is not interested in the subject, there can be many reasons why a 
student scores less in an exam. For instance, a student can be a late 
developer or have a cognitive barrier which they cannot overcome 
alone. As per the VARK model, another reason is that the student's 
preferred style of learning may be different. Sometimes, a student 
can get lost in their doubts because of their high reasoning power, 
or because their curiosity provokes them to read beyond what is 
necessary. 

 Exemplifying from Singhalese poetry, it is stated that three 
skills come together to make a successful poet; talent through 

imagination (m%;sNdj), derivation (jHq;am;a;sh), and continuous 
practice (i;;dNHdih).  A talented person has a certain chance 
of obtaining a first-class qualification. To develop a PhD oriented 
mindset, the student must be inclined to derive new knowledge 
from existing knowledge and put in constant practice to master 
that new knowledge. A student must not be complacent and wait 
until he goes abroad to get exposure to research procedures. If an 
undergraduate is truly interested, he/she should seek and make his/
her opportunities. An undergraduate should be willing to cultivate 
extensive reading habits to gather knowledge and have discussions 
regarding it with his/her contemporaries. He/she should be aware of 
how to format a research manuscript, write a research article, select 
the right journal, communicate with co-authors, and use software 
such as origin, Chemdraw, etc. to draw scientific diagrams.

 Chemistry is an art and a chemist, an artist. Thus, an exceptional 
first class is not necessarily a measure of a graduate's overall 
personality, cognitive development or skills. Communication, 
emotional stability, leadership skills alongside the ability to perceive, 
conceptualize, and analyze are all essential if a graduate is to make 
progress. The decision to follow a PhD is a serious commitment. Your 
first class is an indication of your competency in the fundamental 
knowledge related to the subject. Such a qualification is invaluable 
and will support you immensely in your future endeavors. However, 
if you fail to make suitable career choices, you will become 
unsuccessful and frustrated.  

 Breakaway from the norm! Explore new avenues. Use your 
qualification sensibly to pursue a profession of your passion.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS

BUDDHIMA WINS THE BEST 
PRESENTATION AWARD AT THE 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND MEDICAL 

STATISTICS
The best oral presentation award at the International Conference 
on Environmental and Medical Statistics - undergraduate 
category was won by Ms. Buddhima Pathiraja who presented her 
undergraduate research on ‘Banana Pseudo Stem as a prospective 
adsorbent to Remove Industrial Dyes’ which was held on the 9th 
and 10th of January 2020 at the Postgraduate Institute of Science, 
University of Peradeniya. Her undergraduate research was 
conducted under the supervision and guidance of Dr. Udaya 
Jayasundara, Senior Lecturer, College of Chemical Sciences, 
Institute of Chemistry Ceylon. 

AWARD WINNERS OF  
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 

SYMPOSIUM 2019 
Certificates of excellence were presented to the award winners 
from the 3MT (three-minute thesis) competition and the 
poster presentation competition of the Undergraduate Research 
Symposium 2019 of College of Chemical Sciences.

3MT Best Presentation award First Place - Ms. Dilendra Nilupuli 
Wijesekara; 3MT Best Presentation award Second Place -Mr. 
Yasiru Vindula Alwis; 3MT Best Presentation award Third 
Place - Mr. Sahan Gunarathna; Overall best poster award - Mr. 
Amod Udayanga; Best Poster Award for Physical Chemistry 
- Ms. Heshani Pupulewatte; Best Poster Award for Organic 
Chemistry- Mr. Yasiru Vindula Alwis; Best Poster Award for 
Inorganic Chemistry- Ms. Dulshani Kannambi

~~~~~*~~~~~

, Adamantane House, 341/22, Kotte Road, Welikada Rajagiriya, Sri Lanka. 
  +94 11 286 1653, +94 11 286 1231     w www.ichemc.edu.lk     m ichemc@sltnet.lk     d +94 11 287 0587
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CCS EVENTS

OPEN DAY FOR THE GIC 2020 INTAKE
The last Open Day for the GIC 2020 intake was held on the 5th 

January 2020 at the College of Chemical Sciences, Institute of 
Chemistry Ceylon. It was open to the public at large and over 
200 participants attended. The event started off with an address 
on the journey traversed by CCS so far and how the organization 
has evolved, followed by the outline of the GIC program and 
the ebullient student life at CCS. Two outstanding young talents 
of the fourth year and a past student shared their experience, 
inspiring the prospective students. The day ended with a colorful 
and entertaining magic show by our very own magicians of CCS. 
The day was a success and we hope students took home with them 
valuable information CCS had to offer.

THE INAUGURATION OF 
THE NEW GIC ENROLLEES 

The Inauguration of the 41st batch of GIC (Graduateship in 
Chemistry) was held on the 18th of January 2020 at the PPGL 
Siriwadane Auditorium, Adamantane House. The chief dignitary 
of the day was Professor Niramali Wickramaratne, the Dean 
of Faculty of Medicine, Sabaragamuwa University of Sri Lanka. 
The event commenced with the ceremonious lighting of the oil 
lamp. Professor Priyani Paranagama formally welcomed all the 
academics, students, and parents present. She shared words of 
wisdom and encouraged the new students to work hard and do 
their best. The Dean of College of Chemical Sciences, Professor 
Sagarika Ekanayake, delivered the vote of thanks, addressing 
the student body with an elaborate and motivational speech. The 
Inauguration marked a high point in the history of the college.

THE INAUGURATION CEREMONY OF 
THE 47TH BATCH OF DLT

The Inauguration of the 47th batch of DLT (Diploma in Laboratory 
Technology ) was held on the 3rd of January 2020. The year had 
begun for the students with a memorable event where the chief 
guest for the occasion was Dr. P.H.R. Suraweera, Managing 
Director of the Wayamba Diagnostic Medical Laboratory and 
Chairman of the Sethsewana hospital in Kurunegala.

COLLOQUIUM SERIES 2019/2020
Dr. Lalith S. Ranchigoda Gamage conducted the second session 
for the year 2020 in the CCS Colloquium Series which was held 
at the P P G L Siriwardena Auditorium, Institute premises from 
3 pm onwards on the topic “From Laboratory to the plant; An 
explanation for changing a synthetic route”.

THE FIRST-EVER ELECTRONIC 
COLLOQUIUM

The first-ever e-colloquium organized by CCS took place on May 
17, 2020, with the participation of about fifty individuals. The guest 
speaker was one of CCS Alumni, Mr. Kavinga Eranga Herath, 
who graduated in the year 2014, and is currently following his 
doctoral studies at Wayne State University, USA. Mr. Kavinga 
Herath served as a graduate teaching assistant at the Institute 
before he was offered an assistantship in the USA. His talk was 
titled “Substrate profiling of the epigenetic erasures HDAC1 and 
LSD1”.
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MR. RUCHIRANGA RANAWEERA 
RECEIVES DAVID F BOLTZ AWARD IN 

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
Mr. Ruchiranga Ranaweera is currently 
a third-year Chemistry Ph.D. student at 
Wayne State University. This year, he was 
entitled to the David F Boltz award in 
Analytical Chemistry, which is awarded 
annually by the Chemistry Department at 
Wayne State University to the best overall 

Graduate student in Analytical Chemistry.

STUDENT COUNCIL EVENTS

ANNUAL FRESHERS NIGHT 2019
Annual Freshers Night was held on the 20th of February at Ape 
Gama, Battaramulla, where the newcomers were welcomed to CCS 
family. It was certainly an entertaining night, where the Level 1s 
excelled in showcasing their talents, in the form of song, dance, 
and drama.
And so, the 41st batch of our very own brothers and sisters was 
thus welcomed to the family, etching memories onto their hearts 
as they embark on an even more memorable journey as aspiring 
young chemists at CCS.

ANNUAL SPORTS DAY
It was that time of the year when we welcomed yet another batch 
of newcomers to the CCS family.
The Annual Sports Day, organized by the Level 2 batch of CCS, 
was held on the 18th of February at the Ashoka College playground, 
Battaramulla. It was undoubtedly a memorable day for the freshers 
as they engaged in interesting games and activities with much 
enthusiasm under the scorching sun.

ALMSGIVING IN REMEMBRANCE OF 
PROF J N O FERNANDO 

Almsgiving was organized on the 16th of February 2020 in 
remembrance of Prof. J N O Fernando, Founder of College of 
Chemical Sciences at Mahamewna Buddhist Meditation Center 
in Melbourne by Graduate Chemists of College of Chemical 
Sciences. Prof. J N O Fernando had inspired and benefited 
countless generations of students through his amazing initiative. 
The students who were present there were those who had studied 
under him, now pursuing their doctoral degrees and excelling in 
their academic careers. The guiding light of Prof. J N O Fernando 
will continue to grow, help, and nurture the lives of many more 
to come.

ALUMNI NEWS

MR. CHANKA NAVARATNE RECEIVES 
THE “OUTSTANDING GRADUATE 

RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR" AWARD
Mr. Chanaka Navaratne, currently 
following his doctorate at the Mississippi 
State University has been awarded the 
"Outstanding Graduate Researcher of the 
Year" award. Chanaka served as a research 
assistant at the Institute and was fortunate 
to secure a scholarship opportunity to the 

Mississippi State University to pursue his dream of following an 
academic career in Analytical Chemistry.

INTER-UNIVERSITY EVENTS

INTER-UNIVERSITY DEBATE 
COMPETITION 2020 

Inter-University Chemistry Debate Competition 2020 organized 
by the Institute of Chemistry Ceylon was held on the 2nd of March 
at Adamantane House, Rajagiriya. Winners were as follows,
First Place - University of Sri Jayawardanapura
Second Place - University of Jaffna
Third Place - University of Ruhuna
The University of Colombo, University of Kelaniya, and College 
of Chemical Sciences were among the participating universities.
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
FIRST AID WORKSHOP ORGANIZED 

BY THE SAUKYADAANA UNIT OF 
COLLEGE OF CHEMICAL SCIENCES

A First Aid Workshop was organized by the Saukyadana Unit 
of College of Chemical Sciences on the 10th of March 2020. The 
session was conducted by Mr. Pathum Dilshan, a Graduate 
Chemist from the College of Chemical Sciences who is a qualified 
Emergency medical responder and a training officer certified from 
the American Safety and Health Institute.

SPEAK TO THE FUTURE’ ORGANIZED 
BY RAC CCS

On the 4th of February, Rotaract Club of CCS conducted one of 
their keystone projects of the year, 'Speak to the Future', where 
school supplies varying from books and pencils to whiteboards 
and markers, along with a brand new sound system, were donated 
to Wickrama Kanishta Vidyalaya in Ruwanwella. The school staff 
made a warm welcome, and beaming smiles of the little kids and 
parents alike made the event truly special and heartfelt. 
The club is thankful for all those who contributed financially to 
collect a total sum of Rs. 180,000 which was the total cost of this 
project. We express our heartfelt gratitude to Prof. S.P. Deraniyagala 
for his generous contribution, Rotary Club of Colombo Regency 
- RI 3220, Sri Lanka for their contribution to this project, and 
also to all those who helped in making this project a true success.

SEEDS OF HAPPINESS 
BY ROTARACT CLUB OF 

COLLEGE OF CHEMICAL SCIENCES
Rotaract Club of College of 
Chemical Sciences successfully 
concluded the first phase of 
“Seeds of Happiness” on the 10th 
of January 2020 around Panadura 
by distributing nearly thousand 
plants among the general public 
who are interested and passionate 
about greener earth. 
The club is willing to do more 
phases of this project in the future 

in different cities of Sri Lanka.

COMBAT AGAINST COVID-19 
RAC CCS

Rotary Club of Badulla offered seven of our Cluster clubs to join 
hands with them to stand against COVID-19 by helping the ones 
who need our help the most in this curfew period. This project 
consisted of 3 phases.

Phase 1: Awareness - Rotaract Club of CCS mainly spent their 
time and strength in spreading the awareness of COVID-19 virus 
through our social media platforms by sharing 9 posts which 
include all the important details that one MUST be aware of.

Phase 2: Sanitation - 400 masks were donated to the Badulla 
hospital, these masks were up to standard and in sterile conditions 
and wrapped.

Phase 3: Dry ration donation - Initial 100 packs of dry rations 
were donated and later another 100 packs were donated yesterday. 
These packs were worth Rs. 1500 and Rotaract Club of CCS was 
able to help them financially.

ALTITUDE - A WALK INTO WOODS
A club services project which was organized by Cluster 01 which 
included RAC CCS was set to take place at the Narangala mountain 
range on the 1st and 2nd of February 2020. Whilst many would’ve 
been celebrating the end of what would’ve been a hectic week, we 
Rotaractors allocated our Friday night to depart from Colombo 
to our initial destination - Badulla. It was a 2 days long hiking 
and camping session where they were also engaged in some fun-
filled team activities that tested creativity, strength, timing, and 
teamwork.
Rotaractors from RAC CCS we were proud to be a part of the 
project’s organizing committee.
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ICHEMC NEWS
PRESIDENT OF ICHEMC APPOINTED 

AS A FELLOW OF IUPAC AND AS 
A COMMONWEALTH CHEMISTRY 

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER
The President of the Institute of 
Chemistry Ceylon, Professor 
Priyani Paranagama was recently 
appointed as a Fellow of the 
International Union of Pure and 
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) and 
as a Commonwealth Chemistry 
Executive Board member 

(appointed by the Commonwealth Chemistry Task Group). She 
is one of the leading scientists in Sri Lanka, particularly specializing 
in the field of natural products and organic chemistry. Professor 
Paranagama is Chair & Senior Professor of Chemistry at the 
Department of Chemistry, University of Kelaniya and serves as a 
visiting lecturer at the College of Chemical Sciences. Moreover, 
she has been serving as the Director of the Institute of Indigenous 
Medicine since 2018.

PROF. JANITHA LIYANAGE 
APPOINTED AS THE PRESIDENT OF 

SLAAS AND VICE-CHAIRMAN OF UGC
Prof Janitha A Liyanage, Senior Professor 
in Chemistry at the Department of 
Chemistry University of Kelaniya and 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry 
and Institute of Chemistry Ceylon, was 
inducted as the 79th General President 
of the Sri Lanka Association for the 
Advancement of Science at a ceremony 

held on 10th January 2020 at the Hotel Ramada, Colombo. She 
has been appointed as the Vice-Chairman of The University Grant 
Commission. She is also a visiting Senior Professor of the College 
of Chemical Sciences, Institute of Chemistry Ceylon.

PROF. SUDANTHA LIYANAGE 
ASSUMED DUTIES AS THE ACTING 

VICE CHANCELLOR OF UNIVERSITY 
OF SRI JAYEWARDENEPURA 

Senior Prof. Sudantha Liyanage; 
past president of Institute of 
Chemistry Ceylon assumed duties 
as the Acting vice-chancellor of the 
University of Sri Jayewardenepura 
on 6th January 2020. He is a 
visiting professor of the College 
of Chemical Sciences, Institute of 
Chemistry Ceylon.

DEAN OF CCS APPOINTED AS A 
FELLOW OF THE IUPAC

The Institute of Chemistry Ceylon 
is proud to announce that Prof. 
Sagarika Ekanayake, President-
elect of the Institute of Chemistry 
Ceylon, and the Dean of the College 
of Chemical Sciences, has recently 
been appointed as a Fellow of the 
International Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). Prof. Ekanayake is an acclaimed 
research personality in the field of biochemistry in Sri Lanka 
and is serving as a Senior Professor at the University of Sri 
Jayewardenepura (currently on sabbatical leave).

The following appointments and promotions were approved by the 
141st ABIChemC committee meeting held on 20th February 2020.
• Head of the Department of Allied Sciences (Acting) Dr. S 

Weliwegamage with effect from 1st of March 2020
• Head of the Department of Chemistry (Acting) Dr. T Gobika 

with effect from 1st of March 2020
• Dr. Udaya Jayasundara, Senior Lecturer Grade I with effect 

from 1st of October 2019
Mr. J M Ranasinghe 
Banda resigned from 
the post of Deputy 
Registrar with effect 
from 15th of February 
2020.

STAFF NEWS

SEMINAR ON GOOD LABORATORY 
PRACTICES, QUALITY MANAGEMENT, 

AND ACCREDITATION.
The Institute of Chemistry Ceylon organized a seminar on Good 
Laboratory Practices, Quality Management, and Accreditation on 
the 7th of January. It was Coordinated by Dr. L S R Arambewela and 
the sessions were conducted by Mr. L H D Bandusena, Ms. Subadra 
Jayasinghe, Dr. Udaya Jayasundara, Dr. Chandana Wickramaratne, 
Dr. H P P S Somasiri, Mr. M H G Weerasignhe, and Ms. Sajeevika 
Perera.
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THE COMMEMORATION CEREMONY 
OF THE 76TH BIRTH ANNIVERSARY 
AND 5TH DEATH ANNIVERSARY OF 

PROF. J N O FERNANDO
The commemoration ceremony of the 76th Birth Anniversary and 
5th Death Anniversary of Emeritus Professor J N O Fernando 
took place in celebration of the life of an epitome; the man who 
breathed life to the place we call home. On the 2nd of March, a 
Pahan Poojawa was organized at Sri Wijayaramaya Temple, 
Rajagiriya. An Alms Giving Ceremony (Heel Dana Pinkama) 
took place on the following day, the 3rd of March from 6.30 am at 
the Sri Wijayaramaya Temple, Rajagiriya.

WORKSHOP FOR THE 8 FINALISTS OF 
NATIONAL CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD 

COMPETITION
A workshop for the 8 finalists of the National Chemistry Olympiad 
Competition was conducted at the Institute of Chemistry Ceylon 
on the 26th and 27th of February 2020. The Organic Chemistry 
workshop was conducted by Dr. Ireshika De Silva followed by the 
workshop on Inorganic Chemistry by Dr. Sameera R Gunathilake 
and Dr. C N Rathnaweera conducted the workshop for Physical 
Chemistry. Selected participants will be qualifying to represent 
Sri Lanka at the International Chemistry Olympiad Competition 
2020.

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL CHEMISTRY 
QUIZ AWARD CEREMONY 

The 23rd award ceremony of the Australian National Chemistry 
Quiz for the year 2019 hosted by the Institute of Chemistry Ceylon 
was held on the 20th of January 2020 at ‘Adamantane House”, 
Rajagiriya. Australian High Commissioner for Sri Lanka His 
Excellency David Holly graced the occasion as the chief guest. 
Among 154 award winners, 9 students from the senior section who 
obtained full marks for the competition, received full scholarships 
from the Institute of Chemistry Ceylon to follow the Graduateship 
in Chemistry Program at College of Chemical Sciences in the 
year 2021.

ICHEMC EVENTS

The commemoration oration was delivered by Prof. M. Dayal P. de 
Costa, senior professor in chemistry at the University of Colombo 
and visiting lecturer at CCS on the topic 'Past, Present and Future 
challenges to Chemistry Education at the Institute of Chemistry 
Ceylon' on March 3rd, 2020 at the P P G L Siriwardene auditorium.


